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From: postgrad.med@utoronto.ca <postgrad.med@utoronto.ca> 
Sent: Thursday, July 02, 2020 5:01 PM
To: PostGrad Med <postgrad.med@utoronto.ca>
Subject: Welcome Update from PGME – July 2, 2020

Dear Residents and Fellows,

Welcome to the next academic year! For those of you new to PGME at the University of Toronto, thank you for 
choosing our programs; on behalf of PGME and your program leadership and faculty members, I assure you we will 
do our best to ensure you have an excellent educa\onal experience here.  I wanted to provide a few basic updates 
and reminders related to some ongoing ini\a\ves in PGME.

First, thank you to all who undertook the on-line PPE training. Of over 400 new registrants, only 16 remain incompl
ete as of this morning. We will reach out to you and your programs to ensure you have access to this 
important training. Please remember to complete the aEestaFon about the on-site pracFcal training, too. It is our 
way of ensuring that nobody gets missed.

Second, I know there is a lot of anxiety about various examina\ons. Most of you will have completed the MCCQE I ex
aminaFon and for those who have not, we are working with the MCC to ensure ongoing and improved access to the e
xam. Our programs will accommodate \me needs in order to complete the examina\on. The MCC s\ll plans to 
conduct the MCCQE II examinaFon, star\ng in the fall. I know the uncertainty around the \ming is problema\c for 
you; the na\onal PG Deans meet with the MCC every two weeks and we have been told by the MCC that an update
will be coming in mid- July with more details. We respect the needs of the MCC to work out some final details before 
issuing defini\ve communica\on, while we con\nue to advocate for a plan as soon as possible.

Third, we were happy to receive the announcement from PARO about vacaFon pay in lieu of missed vacaFon in 
2019-2020. We are working with the other schools in Ontario to quickly implement a plan for reques\ng and 
verifying payment due, and get the payments to you by the end of August. We will communicate more details and 
instruc\ons in the near future.

Finally, I wish to remind you of the COVID- related resources on our website: hhps://pg.postmd.utoronto.ca/the- 
latest-on-covid-19/. Here, you can find all updates and a comprehensive catalog of linked resources that our team in 
PGME have curated for your use. We have included all emails sent about COVID in an archive so you can find 
previous informa\on and direc\ves. Also please find ahached a list of updated General COVID- related FAQs. Any
 other inquiries can be directed to postgrad.med@utoronto.ca.

Sincerely,

Get the most recent updates from the Faculty of Medicine on COVID19

GLEN BANDIERA MD, MEd, FRCPC         

Professor, Department of Medicine
Associate Dean, Postgraduate Medical Educa\on
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